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“Dad…” Garthor was stunned when he saw how insane-looking Hugh was. 
The moment Hugh spotted Garthor, he withdrew his aura and said, “Garthor, I 
want you to bring people with you to capture and kill anyone with close ties to 
Tucker.” 
Upon detecting his father’s rage, Garthor nodded instead of asking any more 
questions. “Roger!” 
Then, Hugh slowly levitated into the air as he watched Stormwind Sect 
descend into carnage. 
… 
Meanwhile, Jared and the others had returned to Jadeborough. 
Everyone was overjoyed to see how Flaxseed and Godrick had recovered. 
The first thing Flaxseed did after returning was drag Jessica into a room. It 
wasn’t difficult for anyone to guess what they did next. 
“Mr. Gunderson visited us a few times when you were away, Jared. It seems 
like he has something urgent to speak to you about,” informed Cecilia. 

During the period Jared was gone, Cecilia took care of Deragon Sect pretty 
well. 
“I know. Thanks for your hard work.” Jared peered at her, somewhat feeling 
bad. Cecilia came all the way here to look for me, yet I barely spend any time 
with her! I’m sincerely touched by her efforts. She helped me tend Deragon 
Sect, yet she never complained about it. 
“It wasn’t hard at all when I think about the fact that I’m doing this for you.” 
Cecilia smiled. 
A complicated expression settled on Jared’s countenance as he apologized, 
“You should know that I’ll be marrying Josephine in the future. So, if you 
continue to be with me, you may not have an official status as my spouse.” If 
only I could change the monogamous ideals that modern society upholds. 
Otherwise, I could’ve married them both. 
“I don’t mind as long as you still love me.” Gently, Cecilia leaned on Jared’s 
shoulder. 
In response, he silently held her waist and stared at the blue sky. 
Jared only stayed in Deragon Sect briefly before heading to Divine Quest Sect 
to check out how Josephine and Renee were doing. 
Upon entering the secret realm, Jared was shocked by the scene. 
It was because he saw two more women in addition to Josephine and the 
other two. 



One of the newcomers was the woman Jared saved from Evil Heart Sect. 
When the woman saw Jared, she was equally shocked. 
Without delay, Josephine bolted toward Jared joyously. “Jared!” 
“What’s the deal with them, Josephine?” Jared pointed at the two newcomers. 
“Both of them were captured here as well. This one’s called Calanthe. She’s 
incredible and possesses a special physique. She can control—” 

Jared interrupted, “I know. She has an earthly constituent, granting her the 
ability to control the earth.” 
His words stunned Josephine momentarily before she asked in disbelief, 
“You’re amazing, Jared! How did you figure it out just by looking at her?” 
“He’s not that awesome. We’ve already met before, you see,” clarified 
Calanthe. 
“What? You two know each other?” Josephine was even more dumbfounded. 
“I didn’t expect the boyfriend you constantly bring up to be him, Josephine! He 
saved my life once!” After Calanthe ended her sentence, she recounted the 
story of being pursued by Black Gold Robe and how Jared saved her. 
Back then, she was afraid and didn’t know what Jared’s name was. 
Meanwhile, Jared didn’t learn her name as well. 
When Josephine heard that, realization dawned upon her. “What a 
coincidence!” 
Then she introduced the other newcomer, who also had a unique physique. 
Puzzled, Jared wondered why Evil Heart Sect captured so many people with 
extraordinary physiques. I know they’re up to no good by doing this, but I don’t 
know what exactly they’re planning, so I’ve no idea how to stop them! 
However, I need to attend the Secret Realm Conference before making my 
next move. 
After he chatted with the women for a while, he left. 
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he visited the Gunderson residence. I bet Chester has already gotten all 
anxious while waiting for me. 
Indeed, when Fernando saw him, the former immediately approached him. 
“You’re finally back, Mr. Chance! Great Elder was really worried!” 
“Aren’t there a few days left until the Secret Realm Conference, Mr. 
Gunderson? Why are you so anxious?” inquired Jared, slightly astounded. 
“Because only a limited number of people is allowed to attend the Secret 
Realm Conference! Within Gate of Fire, a few sects disagree with Great 
Elder’s decision to take you there,” explained Fernando. 



“Oh, I see. In that case, let’s go!” Jared nodded. 
Soon, they arrived at the entrance to the secret realm and entered Gate of 
Fire. 
When they arrived at the Gunderson residence, Jared saw a few people 
sitting in the living room, including Chester and the leader of The Adamantine, 
Wayne. 

Upon noticing Jared’s arrival, Chester and Wayne greeted him in unison. 
“Please sit, Mr. Chance.” Chester even personally pulled a chair for Jared. 
A middle-aged man sitting at the side was confounded by Chester’s attitude 
toward Jared. 
He joked, “You’re the Great Elder of the Gunderson family, so why are you 
treating an insignificant figure from the mundane world so politely? I don’t 
think I’ve ever seen you treat me that nicely before.”. 
“You visit my home eight hundred times every year, Ekko. No matter how hard 
I try, I can never chase you away. You should be grateful that I don’t beat you. 
Yet, you still have the gall to ask me to treat you politely.” Chester glared at 
him. 
“It’s because the food prepared here is too delicious!” Ekko Valentine laughed. 
As Jared studied Ekko, Chester explained, “Mr. Chance, this is a rogue 
cultivator called Ekko Valentine. He lives in the secret realm all alone and 
often mingles with various prestigious families.” 
Meanwhile, Ekko turned to Jared. “I can tell the brat’s capable, considering he 
managed to reach the level of Spirit Replicator in the mundane world. It 
seems you’re the young Martial Arts God from the mundane world. I bet you 
would’ve been unbeatable in the mundane world if not for those in the hidden 
realm.” 
His words shocked Jared. “You know about the hidden realm?” 
“Of course! We may be from the secret realm, thus unable to stay for long in 
the mundane world, but it doesn’t mean we can’t leave this realm at all. For 
example, I frequented Crafting Clan and even bought several magical items 
from them,” explained Ekko. 
Upon hearing that, Jared smiled without saying anything. Crafting Clan no 
longer exists in the mundane world! 
It was then he felt a weak spiritual sense advancing toward him. 

The spiritual sense was so faint that he couldn’t have detected it without 
paying close attention. 
He snapped his sight toward the origin of the spiritual sense and saw an old 
man fixated his gaze on him without blinking. Additionally, he saw a young 
man standing behind the old man. 



When the old man noticed Jared’s line of sight, he turned away, and the faint 
spiritual sense vanished. 
“Is this the person you’re planning to take to the Secret Realm Conference, 
Chester?” the old man asked. 
Based on his tone, it seemed he didn’t respect Chester. 
“Indeed he is.” Chester nodded before introducing the old man to Jared. “Mr. 
Chance, this is Zahrin Sect’s leader, Lamar Macall. Behind him is his son, 
Kayden.” 
Upon ending his sentence, he communicated with Jared through telepathy. 
“Mr. Chance, Zahrin Sect has absorbed over a dozen sects in Gate of Fire. 
Currently, it’s the largest sect here. He’s the one obstructing you from 
attending the Secret Realm Conference.” 
Right as Chester finished his sentence, Lamar sneered, “You’re not a young 
man anymore, Chester. You can speak your mind. There’s no need for you to 
do so in a discreet manner.” 
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awkwardly. “You’ve gotten more powerful, Lamar. Even my telepathy can’t 
escape your notice anymore.” 
“I’m glad you know that! So, take my advice, Chester. Join me as soon as you 
can. When all of Gate of Fire is united, no other secret realms will dare to face 
us anymore.” Lamar cackled. 
“Keep dreaming, Lamar. There’s no way we’ll become your subordinates,” 
scoffed Wayne. 
In response, Lamar just grinned as everyone settled into their seats. 
Evangeline served a cup of coffee to Jared. “Enjoy the coffee, Mr. Chance.” 
“Thank you, Ms. Gunderson. Are you feeling better now?” inquired Jared 
caringly. 

“I am!” She nodded. 
The moment Evangeline appeared, Kayden fixed his gaze on her with a 
noticeable glint in his eyes. 
“There’s one more thing you should mention, Dad. Did you forget about it?” he 
whispered into Lamar’s ear. 
“I didn’t,” replied Lamar before turning to Chester. “Now that your beautiful 
daughter has regained her sanity, perhaps we can discuss a union between 
her and my son. When that happens, all of Gate of Fire will be ours!” 
“No. I don’t like your son,” spat Evangeline with disgust before Chester could 
utter a word. 



“What did you say, Evangeline? What about me isn’t good enough for you?” 
Kayden questioned furiously. 
“I just don’t like you!” Upon ending her sentence, Evangeline returned to her 
room. 
A scowl was set on Kayden’s face as a vicious look swirled in his eyes. 
“I don’t think we should get involved in our children’s matter, Lamar. 
Nowadays, it’s all about the freedom to choose one’s life partner,” said 
Chester. 
Instead of continuing that topic, Lamar stated his perspective on the original 
discussion. “You know the secret realm’s rule, Chester. Jared is someone 
from the mundane world. There’s no way he can join the Secret Realm 
Conference. Besides, each spot in the conference is very valuable to Gate of 
Fire. If someone as unimpressive as Jared attends the conference, not only 
will he embarrass Gate of Fire, but we’ll also fail to seize any resources! Gate 
of Fire doesn’t belong only to the Gunderson family. We need to consider the 
good of everyone in the secret realm!” 
“Mr. Chance is part of the Gunderson family, so why can’t he join the Secret 
Realm Conference? Besides, he’s taking my family’s spot. You, as an 
outsider, don’t have the right to sway my decision,” remarked Chester, 
somewhat incensed. 

“You may be correct, but Jared’s only a Third Level Spirit Replicator. Can he 
face an opponent in the arena? He may call himself the strongest in the 
mundane world, but in the secret realm, his power is insignificant!” Lamar spat 
coldly. 
“I’m only bringing Mr. Chance there to let him see how things are like in the 
conference. I’m not planning to let him enter the arena, so there’s no point in 
making a fuss about his strength!” 
“In that case, I object to his participation even further! You should know the 
arena in the Secret Realm Conference belongs to the youngsters. If Jared, a 
youngster himself, never joins the arena, he’ll embarrass us in front of the 
other secret realms!” 
“You’re overstepping your boundary, Lamar. Zahrin Sect may be the most 
powerful entity in Gate of Fire right now, but you still aren’t its master. You 
don’t have the right to order others around,” Ekko commented disdainfully. 
He could not stand Lamar. 
“You’re just a rogue cultivator, Ekko. You don’t have the right to speak on this 
matter. If you don’t stay in line, I’ll kick you out of Gate of Fire!” Enraged, 
Lamar glared at Ekko. 
Ekko also exploded in anger and roared, “You’re too arrogant! So what if I 
don’t stay in line? What are you going to do, huh?” 
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start a fight, Wayne swiftly stood and offered a compromise. “All right, that’s 
enough. Since none of you can agree on the matter, let’s continue the 
discussion. Right now, Mr. Chance has the strength of a Third Level Spirit 
Replicator, so he has the right to enter the arena. However, we shouldn’t 
expect too much from him. He just needs to win three rounds. After all, the 
ultimate victor depends on how many times a secret realm wins. If Mr. Chance 
can win three rounds, then it’s very likely we can reach the top three.” There’s 
still only a limited number of spots in the conference, after all. If Jared attends 
it but doesn’t fight in the arena, it’ll be a loss to Gate of Fire. 
Lamar nodded. “Okay. Then we’ll do as Mr. Gingerich suggests. However, if 
Jared fails to win three rounds, the Gunderson family has to compensate us 
for our loss of resources!” 
Chester didn’t have the nerve to make a decision lightly, so he turned to 
Jared. The latter nodded. 
In response, Chester agreed, “All right. It’s decided then.” 
With that, Lamar left with his son. 
Ekko did, too, leaving Wayne and Chester behind to keep Jared company. 

“What are the rules for the Secret Realm Conference like, Mr. Gingerich? 
Also, what level of power should I expect from the other contestants 
participating in the arena?” asked Jared. While my strength has soared at a 
meteoric rate, I still don’t have a clue about the secret realm, so I don’t know 
how mighty my opponents may be. Since I’ve agreed to the condition, it’ll be 
embarrassing if I lose, so I want to learn about the upcoming challenge as 
much as possible. 
“I’ll ask my disciple to answer your questions, Mr. Chance. While he isn’t 
powerful, he still knows plenty about the various secret realms.” Wayne 
touched the air, causing a golden light to flash by. 
Upon witnessing that, Jared thought, What an interesting method of 
communication. I’m intrigued, though I’m pretty sure this is just something akin 
to magecraft. 
Moments later, a skinny, one-hundred-and-fifty-centimeters-tall man entered 
the room and stood before Wayne. “What’s the matter, Master?” 
“Monkey, this is Mr. Chance. He’s from the mundane world, so he doesn’t 
know much about the secret realms. Please answer any questions that he has 
in detail. Also, remember to treat him politely and give him a tour around the 
place,” ordered Wayne. 
When Jared heard how ridiculous the name of Wayne’s disciple was, he 



couldn’t help but laugh out loud. 
Nevertheless, Monkey didn’t mind. He glanced at Jared with shock because 
he didn’t understand why his master showed so much respect to a youngster 
from the mundane world. 
Still, he stifled his curiosity and greeted Jared. “Hello. My name is Zain 
Holland, but people like to call me Monkey.” 
“Nice to meet you. I’m Jared Chance.” Jared smiled. 
Zain’s friendly attitude left a good impression on Jared. 

“I’ll give you a tour around Gate of Fire and a rundown of the place,” uttered 
Zain politely. 
Jared nodded. Upon bidding Chester and Wayne goodbye, he followed Zain 
out of the building. 
Just as the two of them arrived at the entrance, Evangeline stopped them and 
said, “I’ll join you two, Monkey!” 
She seemed to be familiar with Zain. 
“It’s just a desert outside, Ms. Gunderson. It’s not like you’ve never seen it 
before. I think it’s better if you stay in the house,” replied Zain. 
“Well, it’s because I want to see how knowledgeable you are, considering 
many say you know everything about the secret realms.” Evangeline grinned. 
In response, Zain had no choice but to bring her along. 
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Mr. Chance. There’s nothing I don’t know about the Eight Major Secret 
Realms!” stated Zain confidently upon stepping out of the Gunderson family 
estate. 

“What are the rules within the Secret Realm Conference, Mr. Holland? Also, 
how powerful are the experts in the secret realm?” asked Jared. 

“There’s no need to be so formal with me, Mr. Chance. Just call me Monkey.” 
Zain grinned. “It’s been years since the last Secret Realm Conference was 
held. I believe the organization of the upcoming Secret Realm Conference has 
something to do with the restoration of spiritual energy in the mundane world. 

“The rules of the Secret Realm Conference are simple. Each secret realm will 
send ten young disciples to join the battle. There’ll be ten arenas, and 
everyone will take turns fighting each other. If someone loses, they can 
choose to fight in another arena. As for the victor, they’ll occupy that specific 



arena. However, if someone is defeated three times in a row, they’ll be 
disqualified. 

“On the other hand, if someone can occupy an arena until the event 
concludes, their name will be recorded on the Supreme Honor Rankings. Only 
a prodigy is capable enough to earn a spot on the ranking. Currently, there 
are only five names on it. The result of the competition depends on the 
disciples of each secret realm. Whichever secret realm seizes the most 
number of victories will become the winner. By the end, the losing five families 
will have to hand some of their resources to the top three. However, I don’t 
know how powerful the experts from the other secret realms are. 

Still, I heard the person who holds first place in Supreme Honor Rankings is 
Sigwin Green. I think he’s a Top Level Spirit Replicator.” 

His explanation was very detailed because he was worried Jared wouldn’t 
understand. 

“Top Level Spirit Replicator?” Jared was slightly stunned. From o martial artist 
perspective, a Top Level Spirit Replicator is equivalent to a Top Level Martial 
Arts God. Even though I’m only a Third Level Spirit Replicator, I’m confident I 
can defeat a Top Level Martial Arts God. If the mightiest individual on the 
Supreme Honor Rankings is only that powerful, then I think the competition 
will be easier than I thought! It doesn’t seem like the cultivation level of the 
people in the secret realm is that high. 

Unbeknownst to Jared, he was only capable of battling against someone 
higher level than him if his opponent was a martial artist from the mundane 
world. If his adversary were a spiritual energy cultivator instead, then it would 
be impossible for him to bridge that gap. 

At the moment, Jared was a Third Level Spirit Replicator and could easily 
defeat an average Fifth Level Spirit Replicator. However, if his opponent were 
an exceptionally talented spiritual energy cultivator, then he would struggle in 
that battle. 

The only higher-level martial artists Jared had been fighting were from the 
mundane world. Because of that, he mistakenly thought he could still win 
should he face a spiritual energy cultivator. 

“You don’t need to worry too much, Mr. Chance. As mighty as Sigwin is, you 
may not necessarily encounter him. After all, there are so many participants, 



so everyone will be paired with their opponent through drawing lots,” 
comforted Zain, thinking Jared was afraid when he mentioned the Top Level 
Spirit Replicator. 

However, he had no idea Jared was actually excited, not frightened. 

As the trio spoke and ambled forward, Jared stared at the desert and 
remarked, “How do you all cultivate? I doubt Gate of Fire is rich with 
resources, considering how barren it is. Did you all just absorb the spiritual 
energy in the environment and cultivate slowly?” 

“You may not know about this, but all secret realms don’t have plenty of 
resources. Otherwise, they wouldn’t have cultivated representative families in 
the mundane world. Aside from waiting for the spiritual energy restoration, 
these representative families will also collect resources and send them to their 
respective secret realms. Nonetheless, following the devastation of the 
spiritual energy restoration, the sealed demon beast secret realm has 
probably been reopened.” Zain sighed. 
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was astonished. Why do demon beasts also have a secret realm? 

“I know about this!” Evangeline immediately disclosed, “A long time ago, the 
demon beast secret realm used to be where the Eight Major Secret Realms 
gather their resources. Anyone from the Eight Major Secret Realms can hunt 
any demon beast they want there. However, as the spiritual energy restoration 
approaches, members from all secret realms rarely visit the place anymore to 
preserve their strength. Thus, the entrance to the demon beast secret realm 
was sealed. I heard it was reopened recently, though I’m unsure what the 
situation inside looks like. I bet those demon beasts have grown a lot after so 
many years! Two days ago, I wanted to visit the place, but my dad forbade 
me…” 

As Jared listened quietly, he was shocked to learn that there was a demon 
beast secret realm where the Eight Major Secret Realms could hunt. 

It sounds like a specially-built hunting ground for a royal family. The more he 
thought about it, the more he was impressed with the person who created the 
Eight Major Secret Realms. The secret realms don’t sound like shelters. Still, 



I’m very interested to see what this secret realm full of demon beasts looks 
like. It must be quite the sight. 

Thus, Jared asked, “Where is this demon beast secret realm, Monkey? Can I 
take a look?” 

“This…” Zain frowned. 

Meanwhile, Evangeline seemed excited. “Sure! Let’s go and check it out right 
now!” 

“Mr. Chance, my master once mentioned it’s dangerous for anyone to step 
foot into the demon beast secret realm after no one has visited it for years. 
Thus, I don’t think we should go there,” advised Zain. 

“We’re just going to take a look around. If there’s any danger, we’ll return 
immediately,” Jared suggested. I don’t plan to stay there for long since I’m not 
powerful enough to do that. 

“You’re such a coward! We’ll only take a few glances there before coming 
straight back! How dangerous can it be?” Evangeline rolled her eyes at 
Monkey. 

In response, Zain gritted his teeth. “Fine. We’ll check it out and return right 
after that.” 

Upon ending his sentence, he guided Jared and Evangeline to a dune. 

Soon, the trio stood on the dune. Zain rapidly executed a few hand seals. 
Then, a white light flashed before their eyes. After blacking out momentarily, 
Jared opened his eyes and realized he was already at another location. 

“This is the Teleportation Array?” asked Jared in a surprised tone. 

“That’s right. Every secret realm has many Teleportation Arrays. However, all 
of them have been disguised. The dune we were standing on earlier was one. 
Perform the correct hand seals, and we’ll arrive at the secret realm we want to 
visit,” clarified Zain. 

“Does this mean you could’ve sent us to Gate of Thunder at that location 
earlier?” Jared recalled his mother should still be at Violet Cloud Palace. 



“Of course. I just need to change the hand seals slightly to teleport us to Gate 
of Thunder. But why do you want to go there? It’s dangerous to barge into 
other secret realms.” 

“It’s nothing. I was just asking.” Jared smiled before shifting his sight to the 
scenery. 

It was then he realized there was a mountain range before them. 

They were surrounded by thick forests. Occasionally, they could hear the 
roars of demon beasts coming from afar. 

“This is Demon Beast Mountain, Mr. Chance. According to the rumors, there 
exists a king who commands all demon beasts here in the depths of this 
mountain range. I wonder if it’s true,” informed Zain. 

“Can we climb the mountain?” As Jared gazed at the mountain range and felt 
the aura emanating from it, he felt excited. The demon beasts here are 
undoubtedly quality cultivation resources. 

“We mustn’t venture any deeper, Mr. Chance. We can only stay at the foot of 
the mountain. After all, we don’t know how much the demon beasts have 
developed over the years. If we find ourselves in danger, we won’t even have 
a chance to call for help!” reminded Zain. 
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trekking at the foot of the mountain. 

Without warning, a black figure leaped straight toward Jared from the bushes. 

Just as he was going to strike, Zain shot a dagger toward the black figure, 
pinning it to a nearby tree. 

It was then Jared realized that the black figure was a wolfdog-sized mole. 

“I hate these moles the most, Mr. Chance. The entire Demon Beast Mountain 
is crawling with these creatures. Even though they aren’t strong, they love to 
ambush people. Additionally, the beast cores these moles have are practically 
worthless, so very few people will ever want them. I hope we don’t encounter 



a group of them because they’re disgusting.” Zain’s disdain and repulsion for 
those moles were apparent. 

Jared smiled. It seems like rat-like creatures are hated no matter where they 
are. 

The trio continued their journey. Suddenly, they heard the sounds of a battle 
nearby. Swiftly, they headed to the source of the noises. 

Moments later, they discovered a few people were attacking a flaming wolf. 
The wolf was enveloped in scarlet flames and kept shooting fireballs. 

The flaming wolf roughed up the attackers pretty badly, but they still managed 
to kill the creature and extract its beast core. 

When Jared took a better look at the person extracting the beast’s core, he 
was slightly taken aback because he recognized that guy. It was Kayden. 

After Kayden put the beast core away, his expression shifted. “Who are you? 
Why are you hiding there? Come out!” 

Clearly, he noticed the trio already. 

Upon seeing that, the trio revealed themselves. 

Kayden’s expression relaxed when he realized the figures hiding in the 
shadow were Jared and the others. 

After all, the scariest living beings in the demon beast secret realm weren’t the 
beasts but people. It was because stealing was a common occurrence there. 

No one liked having their hard-earned beast core stolen by someone from 
other secret realms. 

“You’re pretty lucky, Mr. Macall. It’s rare to encounter a flaming wolf at the 
edges of the mountain range.” Zain grinned. 

“I’m assuming you’re the one who brought the two of them here. Aren’t you 
three afraid you’ll become a demon beast’s lunch?” questioned Kayden with 
contempt. 

“Mr. Chance only wanted to take a gander at the demon beast secret realm. 
We’ll be returning soon.” 



“Well, since you three are already here, there’s no need to rush back home. 
Besides, if you three follow me, you’ll be safer. Once I kill a few more demon 
beasts, I’ll share some of their cores with you all. It’s better than returning 
empty-handed, right?” Kayden was planning to bring the trio to a demon beast 
hunt. 

Meanwhile, Jared understood why Kayden was doing that. He’s just trying to 
create an opportunity to spend time with Evangeline and show off how 
awesome he is by hunting demon beasts. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have kindly 
offered to protect and share the demon beast cores with us. 

“This…” Zain turned to Jared. He didn’t have the guts to reject Kayden’s offer 
directly because the latter was Zahrin Sect’s heir. 

“In that case, I guess we’ll accompany you, Mr. Macall,” answered Jared. 

In reality, Jared wanted to spend a little more time in the demon beast secret 
realm to gauge how powerful the creatures were. 

Initially, Evangeline didn’t want to agree to the proposal, but she nodded after 
Jared went along with it. 

Upon seeing that, Kayden beamed. “Let’s head deeper. The monsters outside 
the mountain are just a bunch of trash. They aren’t even enough to warm me 
up!” 

He proceeded to lead the trio into the mountain, making Zain nervous. 
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mountain, Jared frowned because he sensed powerful auras from his 
surrounding. 

After walking for a while, Kayden abruptly raised his hand, halting others from 
advancing. 

Then, he shot a glance at a subordinate. The subordinate nodded, rapidly 
leaped into the air, and traveled across the trees. 

Soon, that subordinate returned and reported, “There are more than a dozen 
people ahead of us, Mr. Macall. I think they’re from other secret realms. I 



didn’t have the nerve to get too close to them, so I couldn’t see their faces 
clearly.” 

“We’ll take a detour and avoid them.” Kayden preferred to avoid a conflict with 
people from other secret realms. It’s not worth engaging in a fight with them 
since we haven’t gotten many beast cores yet. 

“I think it’s too late for that,” uttered Jared. 

Kayden was stunned before over a dozen auras surrounded them. 

The unexpected combatants surprised Jared because he knew who their 
leader was. It was Claus, the man Jared met on Encanta Island in the past. 

Claus was similarly surprised to see Jared. This is a resource area that only 
people from the Eight Major Secret Realms can enter, so why is he here? Isn’t 
he someone from the mundane world? 

Kayden politely waved at Claus and greeted, “Well, well, I didn’t expect to see 
Mr. Lassen from Waxing Crescent Castle here. To think you’re already 
hunting demon beasts so soon after the entrance to the demon beast secret 
realm was opened.” 

“Aren’t you doing the same, Mr. Macall?” sneered Claus. 

“I’ve only just arrived, so I haven’t met any demon beast yet. What about 
you?” 

Claus shook his head. “It’s the same for me. I haven’t gotten any beast cores 
so far.” 

“In that case, how about we travel together? It’s been years, so there’s no 
telling how much stronger the demon beasts have grown. If we work together, 
we’ll at least be capable of defeating high-level demon beasts,” proposed 
Kayden. 

No one knew what to expect after the demon beast secret realm was sealed 
for many years. However, he was still curious about the danger present in the 
mountain, which was why he suggested traveling together. 

After a brief moment of hesitation, Claus glanced at Jared and nodded. “Sure, 
but we’ll split the beast cores we get equally.” 



“No problem. By working together, perhaps we’ll even slay a few high-ranking 
demon beasts.” Kayden beamed. 

With that, Jared’s group swelled in size. Meanwhile, Claus casually 
approached Jared. 

In response, Jared studied Claus briefly. novelxo He has grown more powerful 
compared to the last time we met on Encanta Island. His life force energy 
feels different. It seems like the laws of nature are still heavily suppressed in 
the mundane world. 

“Mr. Lassen!” greeted Zain when he saw Claus. 

Claus nodded before turning to Jared. “I didn’t expect to see you here. I’m 
surprised.” 

“I feel the same.” Jared grinned. 

Upon witnessing that exchange, Zain was bewildered. “You know Mr. Lassen, 
Mr. Chance?” 

“I met him once before.” 

“I’m curious. You’re a rogue cultivator in the mundane world. How did you 
earn the right to enter the demon beast secret realm?” inquired Claus. 

“It’s because Mr. Chance is part of the Gunderson family, Mr. Macall,” 
answered Evangeline. 

Claus glanced at her with a faint, silent smile but said nothing. 
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the depths of Demon Beast Mountain. They were met with low-level demon 
beasts on their way, but they dealt with the beasts in a flash. 

Those rich men were not interested in the beast cores of those low- level 
demon beasts. 



Just as everyone was carefully treading into the center of Demon Beast 
Mountain, Jared’s expression suddenly turned grim, and he shouted a 
warning, causing everyone to stop in their tracks. 

“Brat, what are you doing? Why are we stopping?” Kayden turned around and 
asked Jared angrily. 

Jared ignored him. He closed his eyes and unleashed his spiritual sense, 
letting it spread across their surroundings. 

Although he wasn’t necessarily as capable as Kayden, his spiritual sense was 
much strongerthan anyone else in the group. 

Kayden was fuming with anger when he saw that Jared had ignored him. He 
approached the latter and was about to teach him a lesson, but Claus stopped 
him. 

Claus observed Jared’s behavior and began to worry. 

He had seen Jared’s power first-hand when they were on Encanta Island. He 
knew that Jared was powerful despite only being a rogue cultivator in the 
mundane world. 

“We can’t go any further. There’s danger up front,” Jared advised as he slowly 
opened his eyes. 

“What kind of danger? Why didn’t I sense it? A Third Level Spirit Replicator 
like you can’t have a stronger spiritual sense than me. I don’t even sense 
anything, yet you said it’s dangerous up front.” Kayden did not believe Jared. 
He was sure he would have already sensed it if there were high-level demon 
beasts and other dangers laying ahead. 

“I’m just trying to warn everyone. It’s up to you whether you believe it or not!” 

Jared flashed a faint smile when he saw the disbelief on Kayden’s face. 

“Hmph! Who would believe you?” Kayden scoffed and was about to trek 
ahead with the others in tow, but Jared along with Zain and Evangeline stayed 
rooted to their spots and refused to advance further ahead. 

Seeing that, Claus chose to stay put as well, which surprised Kayden. 



“Mr. Lassen, please don’t tell me you believe this brat’s words. Are you able to 
sense any danger? Did you sense any existence of high- level demon beasts? 
I think he’s just spouting nonsense! There isn’t any danger at all!” Kayden 
exclaimed at Claus. 

“I think it’s best to be on our guard. Let’s send two people to check it out first,” 
Claus replied cautiously. 

“Fine!” Kayden nodded and instructed two of his subordinates to survey the 
area up front. 

Although those two subordinates were scared, they did not dare to go against 
Kayden’s orders as they carefully made their way forward. 

Nothing strange happened even though ten minutes had passed since the two 
subordinates entered the forest. Kayden smirked and said, “See? There isn’t 
any danger at all! I don’t know what you all are afraid of!” 

Claus was relieved when he saw that there was indeed no danger. He gripped 
his weapon, ready to lead his subordinates further into the mountains. 

Just then, two horrifying, blood-curdling screams rang out. 

Kayden and Claus, who had just taken a step forward, suddenly stopped in 
their tracks. 

Roar! 

Following the screams, a thunderous roar echoed through the mountains, 
causing the ground to shake. 

Everyone turned pale when they heard the roar and felt the trembling of the 
ground. 

A terrifying aura was approaching them at high speed, and it appeared before 
everyone within a blink of an eye. 

Before any of them could identify the demon beast, they felt waves of 
scorching heat enveloping them, followed by gusts of strong gales. 

Everyone activated their elixir fields to stabilize their footings as the towering 
trees around them were uprooted by the strong gale and blown away, 
disappearing into the distance. 



Soon, all the trees surrounding Jared and the others were blown away. The 
forest was soon reduced to barren land, and the demon beast showed itself 
before them. 

Roar! 

The demon beast let out another ferocious roar. 

Jared noticed that the demon beast was a huge tiger with flames covering its 
entire body. It looked similar to the flaming wolf they had met previously. 
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bigger than the flaming wolf. The aura it emanated was much more terrifying 
too. 

“B-Blazing Tiger… I-It’s the Blazing Tiger!” 

Zain was trembling from head to toe when he saw the demon beast. He was 
so horrified that he even began to stutter. 

Jared was confused when he saw Zain’s terrified demeanor. Although this 
Blazing Tiger has a scary aura and is surely powerful, there are so many of us 
and only one beast. It doesn’t make sense for him to be so scared. 

“Monkey, why are you so afraid of it? Is this tiger a powerful demon beast?” 
Jared asked in confusion. 

“Don’t you know, Mr. Chance? This Blazing Tiger is the king of the demon 
beasts. I assume this part of Demon Beast Mountain is the territory of this 
Blazing Tiger. One Blazing Tiger might not be that terrifying. We can defeat it 
as long as we work together. However, the Blazing Tiger can summon 
hundreds or even thousands of demon beasts. If waves of demon beasts 
come charging at us, I’m afraid we won’t be able to survive,” Zain explained to 
Jared. 

Jared finally understood the reason behind Zain’s fear. Zain wasn’t afraid of 
the Blazing Tiger, but of the demon beasts it might summon. 

Kayden and Claus also bore similar expressions of panic and fear when they 
saw the Blazing Tiger. 



The two exchanged gazes before yelling, “Everyone, attack! We need to kill 
off this Blazing Tiger as fast as we can! We absolutely can’t allow it to 
summon other demon beasts!” 

With that, Kayden and Claus took action simultaneously to attack the Blazing 
Tiger. 

The groups of people they each led also charged toward the Blazing Tiger. If 
they could not kill the Blazing Tiger in time, they would have zero chance of 
surviving if it ended up summoning other demon beasts. 

The Blazing Tiger roared when faced with the incoming attacks and opened 
its bloody maw to breathe fire. Coupled with a surge of terrifying aura, the 
flames immediately devoured two disciples of Waxing Crescent Castle and 
burnt them to ashes. 

Claus had no time to look out for his subordinates as he stabbed the Blazing 
Tiger’s neck with his long sword. 

Kayden reacted almost at the same time and sent several glowing daggers 
soaring toward the Blazing Tiger. 

The Blazing Tiger seemed to have sensed impending danger as it suddenly 
waved its long, thick tail and struck Claus, sending the latter flying into the 
distance. 

Kayden’s daggers burned and produced ear-piercing hissing sounds upon 
making contact with the Blazing Tiger’s body, but immediately after that, they 
bounced off its body instead of penetrating it. 

Although the daggers did not cause much damage to the Blazing Tiger, they 
still inflicted pain on it. In response, the beast roared and flung its tail about 
like a whip, striking everyone nearby. 

Its humongous claws were invincible, capable of smashing a person’s head 
effortlessly. 

In the blink of an eye, several people from Zahrin Sect met their deaths under 
the Blazing Tiger’s claws. 



“Jared, are you just going to stand there and enjoy the show?” Kayden yelled 
angrily when he noticed that Jared, Zain, and Evangeline were not doing 
anything to attack the Blazing Tiger. 

Claus was also fuming when he saw the trio standing still. “If we all die, you 
won’t be able to escape from the Blazing Tiger either!” 

Only then did Jared hold out his hand, and the Dragonslayer Sword appeared 
in a flash. 

Shortly after, the draconic essence flickered, and the Power of Dragons began 
gathering, causing the Dragonslayer Sword to emit a brilliant light. 

Soon, a golden dragon gradually manifested behind Jared. 

The ferocious Blazing Tiger that was raging about was momentarily stunned 
when it saw the dragon behind Jared, its eyes filled with fear. 

Roar! 

It let out one last thunderous roar before turning around and running away. 

“Don’t let it get away!” Kayden yelled and was about to chase after it, but 
Claus stopped him. 

“Don’t bother. We can’t catch up to such a strong demon beast. It’s better to 
leave this place as soon as possible. Otherwise, none of us will be able to get 
out of here alive!” Claus exclaimed. 

 


